To: Parties Interested In RFP2019-20
From: Misty Landers
Date: February 26, 2019
Re: RFP2019-20 – Telecommunications System

The following question(s) has been submitted for RFP2019-20:

1) Will Barrow County allow for static VLAN (VLAN 41) on the switches instead of LLDP-MED?

   RESPONSE  No. There must be some method of pushing VLAN and QOS policy from the network to the desktop device. LLDP-MED is preferred, CDP would be acceptable, others would be reviewed but may not be accepted.

2) Are the sites connected using Layer 3 routers with separate subnets or is this a flat network with VLANs from host to remote location?

   RESPONSE: Each site is routed on separate layer 3 domains. We do not span any layer 2 vlans between sites at this time.